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Commas (Intermediate) 
 

1. On Monday mornings I drink coffee and I go to work. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. mornings, I drink coffee and  

C. mornings, I drink coffee, and  

D. mornings I drink coffee, and  
 

2. A skier from California, who barely got air on the halfpipe managed to find a loophole to 

compete in the winter games. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. California, who barely got air on the halfpipe, managed  

C. California who barely got air on the halfpipe managed  

D. California who barely got air on the halfpipe, managed  
 

3. Despite having zero calories and no sugar, Diet Coke is extremely unhealthy, due to the 

variety of artificial sweeteners it contains.  

A. NO CHANGE 

B. sugar Diet Coke is extremely unhealthy due  

C. sugar Diet Coke is extremely unhealthy, due  

D. sugar, Diet Coke is extremely unhealthy due  

 

4. In Stranger Things Dustin raises what he thinks is a polywog but it turns out to be a baby 

demogorgon. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Things, Dustin, raises what he thinks is a polywog, but  

C. Things, Dustin raises what he thinks is a polywog, but 

D. Things Dustin raises what he thinks is a polywog but  

 

5. Tea has many health properties, reducing inflammation boosting immunity, and fighting free 

radicals. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. properties reducing inflammation, boosting immunity, and  

C. properties such as reducing inflammation, boosting immunity, and  

D. properties, such as reducing inflammation, boosting immunity, and  
 

6. When I was a child I went to The Record Exchange a record shop with my dad to listen to 

classic rock records and drink hot chocolate. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. child, I went to The Record Exchange, a record shop, with my dad  

C. child, I went to, The Record Exchange, a record shop, with my dad,  

D. child, I went to The Record Exchange, a record shop with my dad 
 

 

 



  
 

7. I look forward to going on a jet boat fishing trip with my grandpa this summer. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. jet boat fishing trip, with my grandpa  

C. jet boat fishing trip with my grandpa,  

D. jet, boat fishing trip, with my grandpa,  
 

8. For Christmas, Lisa got a teddy bear a beanie baby and a 24-pack of gel pens and Samantha 

got a beta fish and watercolor paints. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. bear, a beanie baby, and a 24-pack of gel pens and  

C. bear, a beanie baby and a 24-pack of gel pens and 

D. bear, a beanie baby, and a 24-pack of gel pens, and  

 

9. I don’t know if I want to be a pug or a pigeon for Halloween but either costume will require 

intense papier-mâché and paint. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. pug or a pigeon, for Halloween, but  

C. pug or a pigeon for Halloween, but  

D. pug, or a pigeon for Halloween, but  

 

10. French cuisine the best in the world is my favorite because it’s so tasty. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. cuisine, the best in the world, is my favorite,  

C. cuisine, the best in the world, is my favorite  

D. cuisine the best in the world is my favorite,  

 

11. Because French cuisine, the best in the world, is so tasty, it is my favorite to eat.  

A. NO CHANGE 

B. cuisine the best in the world is so tasty  

C. cuisine, the best in the world, is so tasty  

D. cuisine the best in the world is so tasty,  
 

12. Lately, I have enjoyed watching educational documentaries, about the ocean, on Netflix. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. documentaries about the ocean on  

C. documentaries, about the ocean on  

D. documentaries about the ocean, on  
 

13. We like to drink LaCroix at our office and always have a spare batch on hand. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. drink, LaCroix, at our office, and  

C. drink LaCroix at our office, and  

D. drink LaCroix, at our office, and  


